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the holy lands of the middle east have long held a particular
fascination for latter day saints from joseph smiths time to the
IDS tourists scholars and church officials
present numerous LDS
have visited biblical sites in palestine present day israel the west
bank and the gaza strip jordan egypt and turkey several of
these mormon pilgrims have written about their experiences and
expressed their views on the relationship between the restored
gospel and contemporary events in the modern middle east since
1948 when the state of israel was created the amount of LDS writing about the middle east has increased significantly such writing
received an additional impetus in 1969 when the first BYU study
abroad program in jerusalem was established
most of the LDS
IDS literature about political and religious issues
in the middle east is narrow in scope and superficial in analysis the
majority of authors since 1948 have sought to show primarily on
IDS scriptures that israels emerthe basis of their interpretation of LDS
gence as a nation and her military victories against neighboring
arab countries are the modern fulfillment of ancient prophecies
about the gathering of the jews A major leitmotif has been that the
creation of israel is a modern replay of the old testament epic god
sustaining his covenant people against their enemies in a miraculous and successful bid to build a home in the promised land such
reasoning leads to the conclusion that israelis are good guys gods
people arabs and muslims are bad guys gods enemies and the
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church and its doctrine provide unwavering support for the
former in their struggle against the latter
the paucity of careful well informed writing by mormon
authors about the modern middle east makes daniel petersons
book abraham divided a welcome addition to the corpus of LDS
literature on the subject it is an ambitious groundbreaking
ground breaking effort
to place the arab israeli conflict in its historical political and
religious context and to provide a comprehensive and balanced
analysis from an LDS point of view because peterson brings to his
LDS

1

task a rare combination of academic training linguistic skills
gospel knowledge and in country experience that few previous
LDS writers have possessed the book succeeds overall in
presenting a timely provocative and convincing message
petersons main point is that latter day saints if they are to
fulfill their destiny as peace
peacemakers
makers in the region must understand
holyk land jews christians and
and respect all the peoples of the holyland
muslims he develops this theme by analyzing the historical politlie
ical and religious factors that ile
he at the root of the middle east conflict two key arguments emerge from this analysis 1 a proper
understanding of middle eastern history and of islamic religion and
civilization in particular will help us develop the same kind of respect and admiration for muslims we traditionally accord the jews
and 2 LDS doctrine does not advocate taking sides in the arab
israeli struggle but encourages a compassionate impartial approach
in our dealings with both jews and muslims
abraham divided has something to offer any reader interested in middle eastern issues and comparative religion its comprehensive examination of religion philosophy and politics will
enlighten the novice its in depth discussion of islamic history
and doctrine will yield insights for the informed observer and
its methodology which emphasizes comparison and contrast
will help readers LDS or non LDS who want some basic knowledge of similarities and differences between judaism islam and

christianity
it is crucial however to keep in mind that this volume is
an introductory survey and that its intended audience is primarily
latter day saints with little specialized knowledge of middle eastern studies the book assumes a basic familiarity with LDS history
LDS
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and scripture and little or no knowledge of the religious and
political history of the middle east knowing these limits will
help both those who might be frustrated by constant allusions to
and parenthetical comments about mormon doctrine and those
who might be expecting a more scholarly treatment of the
subject given the books lay readership though its approach is
the most appropriate one peterson writes in an engaging
informal style and provides a serious thoughtful analysis of
complex issues without getting mired in academic hairsplitting
and detailed documentation
the main strength of the book lies in its perceptive discussion of two interrelated topics the important contributions of
islamic doctrine and civilization to world history and the relationship of mormonism to religious and political issues in the contemporary middle east in developing these themes peterson displays
an impressive breadth of knowledge from a variety of academic
disciplines he includes frequent citations of historical and scriptural sources from jewish islamic and christian traditions theological and philosophical arguments from various authors
linguistic insights gleaned from comparisons of cognates and etymologies
mo logies in arabic hebrew german greek and latin and allusions to classical and popular literature for example dantes
Tol kiens lord of the rings the wealth of
divine comedy and tolkiens
information that undergirds
undergirds the analysis is presented in elegant
lucid prose liberally sprinkled with witticisms 2 all of which makes
this a pleasant stimulating book to read
an Islami
islamicist
cist myself 1I found petersons discussion of the early
islamic period interesting and persuasive he is especially adept in
his use of original islamic sources the quran hadith and early
biographies of muhammad to inform his analysis of muhammads
prophetic career and the development of islamic doctrines and institutions 3 the book is particularly helpful in discussing some key
points that are often slighted in introductory surveys of islamic reliness of the quran 130 32 the salvation of righarabicness
gion the Arabic
39 45
teous non muslims 0139
39 islamic eschatology and afterlife 0
1139
59
and the islamic legal system 187
92 with his audience in mind
18792
peterson is always careful to avoid terminology and explanations
that are too pedantic and readers will appreciate his efforts to
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provide reasonable transliterations and pronunciation hints for
arabic words 1I enjoyed the thoughtful discussion of similarities
and differences between mormonism and islam 158 76 and the
effective use of arabic poetry in the chapter on the modern
modem middle
east to capture the pathos and passion of the arab israeli conflict
the final chapter the church in the near east offers the
most enlightened insightful analysis of Mormoni
sms relationship
mormonisms
to the contemporary middle east that can be found in LDS literature this chapter alone makes the book worth its purchase price
petersons long experience studying and living among the peoples
of the middle east has engendered a balanced compassionate perspec tive that is evident in his portrayal of the challenges and opporspective
tunities
tuni ties facing the church in its dealings with jews and muslims
he begins with an informative discussion of a forgotten chapter in
LDS church history mormon missionary efforts in the middle
east 4 throughout this chapter and the previous one on modern
middle eastern history peterson takes pains to be evenhanded
pointing out that both the jews and the arabs have legitimate
rights of inheritance in the holy land both have been the victims
of terrible suffering over the years and both have been guilty of
atrocities hostage taking and deceitful maneuvering in their
struggle to reconcile conflicting claims petersons balanced approach is reflected in this comment
if anything should be gained from a consideration of this painfully
difficult dispute it is that there is no easy answer and that both sides
will need to give and to forgive to repent and reform before
jerusalem shines with the full glory it is destined to have we must
never lose sight of that fact we must never forget the complexity of
the issues 303

peterson eloquently and persuasively argues a point that has
usually been ignored or misrepresented by mormon authors that
LDS doctrine advocates an attitude of impartiality and compassion
on the issue of the arab israeli conflict
as the lords
side neither side is without sin and neither side is without just
cause As a church we must attempt to steer a neutral course
between various factions As latter day saints we must hold
ourselves and everyone who would seek our support to the standards of justice and charity that the gospel mandates
the lords

there is no such thing in this terribly complex matter
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justice and mercy extend to all peoples of the earth every human
individual of every race is his child and the object of his love our
task as individuals is to emulate that divine love 367

while the books message and methodology as a whole are
laudable a few aspects detract from the otherwise high quality of
analysis and could benefit from some fine tuning in future revisions first some ideas and conclusions are less convincing
because they seem hastily drawn or inadequately developed one
example is found in the discussion of arab muslim influences on
european civilization the author avers that the italian bell tower
or campanile seems to have been inspired by the islamic minaret or prayer tower and that the multicolored marble that is so unusual and so characteristic of the churches in florence italy
may owe its inspiration to the earlier multicolored buildings of
cairo 220 while there are unquestionably some islamic influences in the art literature and architecture of italy the two
argued for here are not among them bell towers and multicolored
marble buildings were present in italy long before the advent of
islam in arabia and therefore do not reflect islamic motifs in these
two instances the pattern of cultural borrowing would more likely
have been just the opposite
at times petersons intellectual curiosity takes him beyond
the solid ground of rigorous analysis onto the shifting sands to use
a middle eastern metaphor of speculation for example he postugehis
ofLe
lates that the great and spacious building of
his dream seems
oflehis
lehis
very like the ancient skyscraper architecture of yemen 65 that
the ravens who fed elijah in the wilderness may well be the
bedouin arabs of the region 69 that LDS teachings about
moses father in law holding the priesthood are supported by
arabic tradition which seems to know jethro under the name of
yb whom it views as a great prophet 69 that the quranic
Qu ranic
shuayb
Shua
juranic
shuaib
figure idris is certainly to be identified with enoch 158 and
that our farewell so long derives from the arabic salaam
226 each of these assertions contains an element of plausibility
and adds spice to the reading but each is controversial and impossible to substantiate I1 am not arguing against the use of knowledgeable
edge able conjecture especially in an informal work like this but
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believe the speculative nature of these ideas requires more
detailed substantiation than is provided
1I was puzzled to find that some topics of central importance
to the books theme are given only cursory treatment the basic
beliefs of islam the five pillars are covered in five pages
151 56 with almsgiving described in two sentences and fasting
in two paragraphs petersons discussion of the two issues in islam
that are the hardest for a western audience to understand and
respect the role of women and the concept of jihad is far too
abbreviated to effectively address the biases and distortions in most
readers minds the section on treatment of women 149 51 is
helpful but too brief to adequately explain some of the complicated and controversial issues that are raised such as paradisiacal
bouris distinctive gender roles and seemingly discriminatory
boufis
inheritance laws the discussion of jihad a term that has unfortunately
tuna tely become associated in the west with the idea of violence
and holy war against non muslims deals effectively with the concept of a just war in islam it fails however to point out the
of jihad in islamic piety the inner struggle
broader significance offibad
to overcome human pride and to obey gods will in a volume
dedicated to sensitizing its readers to negative stereotypes about
muslims these crucial ideas deserve more attention
another area of concern has to do with stylistic and organizational features that undermine the books thematic unity and clarity
the title and cover art are attractive but ambiguous readers may
misunderstand or miss completely the connection between the two
men one old and one young each holding a baby and the title
abraham divided Is one man ishmael and the other isaac Is one
a muslim sheikh and the other a ajewish
jewish rabbi or does one represent
the younger abraham holding ishmael and one the older abraham
holding isaac probably the artists intended interpretation key
issues related to the theme of abraham divided how and why the
division between ishmael and isaac occurred how this family split
is interpreted variously in islam judaism and mormonism and what
the divisions implications are for interfaith dialogue are not
addressed directly and thoroughly 5
while the prologue is interesting and informative readers
would likely benefit more from a traditional introductory chapter
1I
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that clearly sets forth the central theme provides a context and
rationale for it connects it to the books title and cover design
and outlines related questions and issues to be addressed much of
the prologue material is helpful in this regard but most of it could
be placed more profitably in the final chapter dealing with the
churche role in the middle east at times I1 found it difficult to
churchs
understand the organizational logic and proportionality of chapters 6 A major technical flaw that the publisher must remedy in
future editions is the index it is an exercise in frustration trying to
use it for cross referencing or looking up even the most basic
terms for example allah muhammad abraham jerusalem
orson hyde and gathering of the jews are cited once or not at
all the purpose of these comments and recommendations is to
point out that a very good book can be made even better by sharpening its thematic focus and clarifying its organizational logic
my concerns about abraham divided are relatively minor
and are more than compensated for by the impressive breadth
of coverage and depth of insight the book provides for the
reader abraham divided is to be greeted with enthusiasm by
all LDS observers of the middle east as a seminal work that will
become a basic reference for all future efforts to explore issues
related to mormonism and modern middle eastern politics and
religion it lives up to its billing as a fresh voice see the
books back cover in the ongoing task of helping the LDS community better understand the sensitivities and vagaries of the
middle east problem daniel peterson succeeds admirably in his
aim to promote more awareness of and appreciation for the
grandeur of islamic civilization and for the complexity of the historical
tor ical political and theological issues that lie at the heart of
the arab israeli conflict we finally have a reliable volume that
can confidently be recommended to readers interested in an
LDS perspective of the middle east one that highlights the
unique teachings of the restored gospel and presents a more
broadly informed evenhanded approach than has heretofore
been available in the pro israel writings of most LDS and fundamentalist christian writers
in sharing a sympathetic view based on years of experience
within the middle east daniel peterson has made an invaluable
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contribution to the LDS community and to the broader discussion
of mormon muslim jewish relations the books lucid writing style
synthesis of information from a variety of academic disciplines and
wealth of perceptive ideas and interpretations together with its wit
and intelligence make it a pleasurable mustread
must read for every member
of the church interested in studying or visiting the holy lands of
the middle east

editorial note A revised edition of abraham divided is forthcoming

NOTES

there are some exceptions in

literature about the modern
modem middle
east over the years a handful of LDS authors have provided a more evenhanded
analysis of issues related to mormon doctrine and the middle east for example
james B mayfield ishmael our brother ensign 9 june 1979 24 32
howard W hunter all are alike unto god brigham young university
devotional speeches provo utah brigham young university press 1979
mormons and muslims provo utah brigham
36 spencer J palmer ed cormons
32
3236
young university religious studies center 1983 and joseph B platt our
oasis of faith ensign 18 april 1988 39 41 see also various middle
east related articles in the encyclopedia of
mormonism ed daniel H ludlow
ofmormonism
5 vols new york macmillan 1992
one
ne of my favorites is petersons description of why mongol armies were
so successful in combat
LDS

mongels considered water so
medieval sources report that the mongols
sacred that they refused to soil it by bathing in it instead they
anointed themselves in horse butter now imagine after say thirty
years of horse butter anointings
anoint ings the typical mongol of the thirteenth
century must have been a fairly potent individual all a mongol army
had to do was to get upwind of a town the place was almost certain
to surrender 239
see
sce especially pages 104 6 and the section entitled what are we to
make of muhammad on pages 117 21 for examples of insightful observations
from an LDS perspective about muhammads life and place as a prophetic figure
A more detailed rendering of this episode in church history can be found
in steven W baldridge grafting in A history of the latter day saints in the
of jesus christ of latter day
holy land jerusalem jerusalem branch the church ofjesus
saints 1989 but the most thorough study is rao H lindsay A history of the
missionary activities of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in the near
east 1884 1929 masters thesis brigham young university 1958
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the only mention of this point is found on page 90 where from the
islamic perspective the question of which son was nearly sacrificed by abraham
and where the event took place is briefly touched upon peterson points out that
the quran never mentions the name of the son to be sacrificed and that as a
result classical muslim writers are evenly divided on the question but his
conclusion that it is wrong to think that muslims believe it was ishmael and
not
isaac does not in my view adequately reflect how thinking on this
subject has evolved while this question was a point of debate in the classical
period of islamic history it has ceased to be so in recent history the nearly
universal view in the islamic world today as reflected in muslim print media
scholarly commentaries popular literature and friday sermons is that ishmael
is the subject of the quranic
Qu ranic story the only controversy in islam these days is
juranic
whether the event took place on mt moriah in jerusalem as the bible says or
near mecca where other events of the abraham ishmael hagar saga unfolded
as most modem muslim writers hold
or example almost half 15 of 37 pages of the first chapter after the
for
testaments focuses on historical developments in the period before the end of
the testamental period in the section on mathematics 207 9 a discussion
of arabic influence on the spanish language is initiated without a new heading
given the focus of its content the section entitled israel 284 would more logibankgaza
cally be labeled israel and palestine or israel and the west Bank
Gaza the
word sampler segment 220 27 is fascinating but at seven pages seems disproportionately long especially when the five pillars of islam as noted before
received only five pages
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